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Abstract
Goods and service is exceptionally exhaustive tax structure when executed at the national level. It is one of the noteworthy strides
towards the development of the country. It is one of the biggest tax upheavals which is good to go to coordinate the state and
national economy to help the overall growth of the country. By and by companies and businesses pay multiple taxes which
increment the cost of product and additionally hamper the profit level of the company. Multiple tax and complex taxation system is
one of the greatest obstacles for economic growth of the country once the GST system is connected there would be single tax
system which would record a critical development in complete indirect taxation change. Under the GST system there would be just
on rate applicable for both goods and services. GST will make a business well-disposed condition, as prices will fall and it would
likewise control the inflation rates. Be that as it may, the possibility of GST in India was mooted by Vajpayee government in 2000
and the protected correction for the same was passed by the Lokshabha on sixth May 2015. The investigation means to show the
definite Influence of GST implementation in Indian economic system.
Keywords: GST, Indian Development, Goods and service, country, company, economic growth, business, environment
Introduction
In the summer of 2016, the Indian Congress affirmed the
Goods and Services Tax (GST) enactment to improve the
current multilayered government, state, and local indirect tax
structure. The GST bill will bring together no less than ten
sorts of indirect taxes into one tax to be gathered at the state
and federal levels. Under the current structure, at each point of
sale, additional taxes are connected to the after-tax value of
each good and service. The main purpose for the GST is to
dispense with this exacerbating Influence by settling the
finaltaxrate, where goods will can be categorized as one of
four rate classes of 5, 12, 18, and 28 percent. The GST is as of
now anticipated that would be moved outinmid-2017.
This note first documents India's present tax system and
depicts the progressions endorsed under the new GST
legislation. Second, it examines the Influence of the new GST
on Indian GDP and welfare through the Influence on local and
international trade. Late work, Van Leemput (2016) [1],
measures residential and international trade hindrances in
India, for example, shipping costs, tariffs, etc. It gives prove
that India's domestic trade obstructions are exceedingly
associated without breaking a sweat of doing business across
states, proxies by the level of taxrates and the multifaceted
nature of the tax system. The Influences of the GST bill here
are examined as an intriguing utilization of the quantitative
model of Van Leemput (2016) [1], dissecting these Influences
through a decrease in local and worldwide exchange
boundaries. Finally, this note examines the affectability of the
growth and welfare outcomes under an option situation of the
GST bill. Our outcomes demonstrate that the GST ought to be
welfare enhancing for every Indian state and, along these
lines, would be an inclusive policy. The Influence on Indian
genuine GDP of the new GST system would rely upon the

correct designation of goods and services to each of the four
tiers of the GST, which has not yet been finished by the Indian
government. We work with elective suspicions on this: The
main gives a total weighted GST of 16 percent with a positive
Influence on real GDP of 4.2 percent, while our second
allotment gives a total weighted GST rate of 20 percent with a
lesser positive Influence on GDP of 3.1 percent.
Review of Literature
Dr. R. Vasanthagopal (2011) [2] studied, “GST in India: A Big
Leap in the Indirect Taxation System” and concluded that
switching to flawless GST from current complicated indirect
tax system in India will be a positive step in booming Indian
economy. Success of GST will lead to its acceptance by more
than 140 countries in world and a new preferred form of
indirect tax system in Asia pacific region.
Nitin Kumar (2014) [3] studied, “Goods and Service Tax- a
Way Forward” and concluded that implementation of GST in
India help in removing economic distortion by current indirect
tax system and expected to encourage unbiased tax structure
which is indifferent to geographical locations.
Pinki, Supriya Kamma and Richa Verma (July 2014) [4]
studied, “Goods and Service Tax- Panacea For Indirect Tax
System in India” and concluded that the new NDA
government in India is positive towards implementation of
GST and it is beneficial for central government, state
government and as well as for consumers in long run if its
implementation is backed by strong IT infrastructure.
Akansha Khurana and Aastha Sharma (2016) [5] studied,
“Goods and services tax in India- A Positive reform for
indirect test system” conclude from GST will provide relief to
producer and consumer by providing wide and comprehensive
coverage of input tax credit set –off, service tax set-off and
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subsuming the several taxes.
Poonam, 2017 [7] in her study, she had cleared that GST would
be a very important step in the field of indirect taxation. The
cascading and double taxation Influences can be reduced by
combing central and state taxes. Consumer’s tax burden will
approximately reduce to 25% to 30% when GST is
introduced. After introduction of GST concept, Indian
manufactured products would become more and more
competitive in the domestic and international markets. This
taxation system would instantly encourage economic growth.
GST with its transparent features will prove easier to
administer. In this paper the author has tried to attempt to spot
the concept of GST & its current status in India. Paper has
tried to give information about GST system. The study also
aims to be familiar with the advantages and challenges of GST
in Indian scenario.
Overview of GST
India is having the most confounded tax structure in the world,
particularly Indian indirect tax systems. The component of
imposing taxes, exemptions, abatements different benefits is
different in different states. The current law has various issues
of understanding in different arrangements and the
classification of the products and services. India needs a
simple tax structure which can depict the tax mechanism as
straightforward as could be expected under the circumstances.
The basic two disadvantages of existing indirect tax system
are cascading Influence and non-consistency of tax collection
among states Introduction of Goods and Service Tax (GST)
will repay those downsides. Following are the pillar of GST: (1) Removing Cascading Influence: GST removes “Tax on
Tax Influence" and gives normal national market for Goods
and Services. (2) Single Umbrella Tax Rate: GST will
orchestrate indirect taxes being required by Union and State
Governments. The reference of GST was first made in the
Indian Budget in 2006-07 by the then Finance Minister Mr. P.
Chidambaram as a solitary incorporated Indirect tax. The Bill
was presented on December 19, 2014 and passed on May 6,

2015 in the Lok Sabha and Passed in Rajya Sabha on third
August 2016. The Government needs to implement GST Bill
From first April 2017. Provision 366(12A) of the Constitution
Bill defines GST as "goods and services tax" implies any tax
on supply of goods, or services or both aside from charges on
the supply of the alcoholic alcohol for human consumption.
So GST is a comprehensive tax require on manufacture, sale
and utilization of goods and services at a national level.
India’s Tax System
Presently, India's tax system includes a huge number of
indirect taxes, connected at the central (government) and state
levels. Table 1 show the most striking ones, which the GST
will subsume. It likewise outlines the current central tax rates
in the first panel and the present range of rates of state taxes in
the second. At the central level the most important taxes are
the Central Value Added Tax (CENVAT), the service tax, the
Central Sales Tax (CST), the Countervailing Duties (CVD),
and the Special Additional Duty of Customs (SAD). The
CENVAT (or Excise Duty) is a tax levied on the generation of
portable and marketable goods in India and is set at 12.36
percent. The service tax is a 15 percent tax on all services
provided, wherein the service provider gathers the tax on
services from the administration collector and pays it to the
government. The 2 percent’s is a tax levied on all cross– state
exchange that is not bound for, nor begins from abroad.
Despite the fact that the CST is a central tax, the income
collects to the state from which the sale originates. At long
last, the government levies two additional taxes on imports
notwithstanding levies those are the countervailing duties
(CVD) and the special additional duties (SAD), which add up
to 12.36 and 4 percent, respectively. The CVD is an extra
import duty demanded on imported goods that are additionally
delivered in India to 'make everything fair' between domestic
and foreign producers. The SAD is exacted on imports to
guarantee that neighborhood dealers don't miss out on rivalry
by counterbalancing the sales tax or esteem included tax
payable by local manufacturers.

Table 1: Overview of India’s Tax System
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At the state level the most important taxes incorporate the
state Value Added Tax (VAT), the entry tax, the luxury tax,
and the entertainment tax. The VAT taxes fabricating goods
produced inside the state and ranges from 10 to 14.5 percent
across states. The sales tax is a tax on goods sold inside the
state and ranges from 0 to 15 percent. It has been supplanted
by the VAT in most states, yet stays in a few states. The entry
tax is imposed on the section of goods into a state for the
utilization, utilize, or sale there in and it shifts in the vicinity
of 0 and 12.5 percent. The entry tax is like the CST in that it
charges cross– state exchange, yet not at all like the CST, the
incomes gather to the importing state. At last, each state raises
its own particular extravagance and entertainment taxes,

which can go up to 20 and 50 percent, respectively. Luxury
taxes are for the most part required on hotels, and
entertainment taxes are regularly imposed on movie releases.
Tax System under the New GST
The new GST will combine the previously mentioned
circuitous central and state taxes into a four-level calendar of
5, 12, 18 and 28 percent, as observed in Table 2. While
necessity goods will be taxed at 5 percent and extravagance
and consumer durable goods at 28 percent, most goods and all
services will be burdened at the standard rates of either 12 or
18 percent, but the allotment to each tax rate is still
unverifiable.

Table 2: Proposed Tax Brackets

The main purpose of the GST is to wipe out the aggravating
Influence of the current multilayered tax system and
additionally the cross– state tax heterogeneity by fixing the
final tax rate. To show this, the best board in the final tax rate
for a commonplace manufacturing good produced and sold in
various Indian states or sent out to the rest of the world
(ROW) in columns (1) and (2). Column (3) introduces the
final tax rate for a universally transported in manufacturing
good.
Benefits of GST
A single registration for both CGST and SGST will diminish
exchange costs and furthermore pointless wastages. To make
this greater Influensive Government needs to give important
IT infrastructure and reconciliation of States level with the
Union. 2. with the presentation of GST, Tax on Tax i.e.
assortment of taxation will be disposed of. A number of taxes
at present collected on each level of exchange will be
lessened. This will help clearing the perplexity made by
existing indirect taxes and furthermore diminish the printed
material related with them. 3. There won't be any dread of
taxation that may manifest at any stage of supply chain. This

won't just help the business community to choose value
modalities and inventory network yet in addition the
consumers over the long haul. The goods will be aggressive as
the cost won't be the main focus yet the development and
business intelligence will be. 4. Consumers will be profited
the most as the normal tax burdens will be diminished with the
presentation of GST. 5. Usage of GST will help diminish the
defilement in the country, in light of the fact that GST reduces
the multiple tax system. 6. Because of full end consistent
credit fabricates or merchants don't need to include taxes as a
piece of their cost of production which is exceptionally big
reason to state that we can see a lessening in prices. Be that as
it may, if the government seeks to introduce GST with a
higher rate this may be lost.
Influence of GST on Indian Economy
In the midst of economic crisis over the globe India has
postured on an encouraging sign with attractive growth
targets, different plans or missions like Make in India, Digital
India and so on. The Goods and Service Tax (GST) charge is
required to give the genuinely necessary pace to growth of
economy in India by changing the current confounded tax
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collection framework into single point taxation system in the
country. Consistency of tax will prompt single point taxation
for supply of goods or services across country. GST would
enhance the country’s tax to GDP ratio and furthermore avert
expansion. Be that as it may, with GST manufacturing sector
may be benefitted yet things may get troublesome for the
services sector. It is normal that the GDP growth is probably
going to be raised up to 1 to 2%, yet the results must be
examined after the usage of GST. By blending extensive no.
of Centre and state taxes into one single point taxation system
will diminish load on makers and encourage development
through more generation. Different toll courts and tax a barrier
prompts a considerable measure of wastage for perishable
things being transported which leads into the expansion the
costs of goods. GST could take out this roadblock which
prompts bringing down of prices for essential goods. GST
would demonstrate to be beneficial for the manufacturing
sector where the tax rate is high like FMCG, Auto and Cement
sectors as they are presently reeling under 24 to 38%. The
service sector will be unfavorably influenced as the current
rate of tax is much lower than expected rate of GST. GST
would likewise add to government revenue by augmenting of
the tax base. GST would be recipient for the sectors like
FMCG, Pharmaceuticals, Consumer durables, Automobiles
and logistic industries and will have negative Influence on
telecom, banking and financial services.
Influence of goods and service tax
Transportation Industry: GST on transport sector will result
in more efficient cross state transportation. It will bring down
the logistics cost, reduced times for transportation. Currently
all the 29 states of India collect taxes at different rates on
goods that move across the state borders that’s why the tax on
transportation is collected multiple times. This will make long
delays at different interstate checkpoints for reviewing by
state authorities who checks for the application of relevant
taxes and other levies. This causes the delays for an average of
6 to 7 hours. GST would replace around 15 state and federal
taxes and tariffs for a single tax at the point of sale of goods.
Pharma Industry
India is the largest producer of Generic Medicines and the
country’s pharmaceutical Industry is 3 rd largest in the world
currently. The implementation of GST would have a
constructive Influence on Healthcare industries particularly
Pharma. It will help the industries by sorting out the taxation
structure since 8 different types of taxes are enforced on
pharmaceutical industries today. The merger of all the taxes
into one uniform tax will ease the way of doing business. GST
would also improve the transportation and supply chain of
pharmaceutical products.
Textiles Industry
It is expected that the tax rate in GST would be higher in
textile industry as per the current tax rate. Cotton and wool
fibre which are currently exempted from tax would come
under tax in GST but the textile industry may be beneficial
from GST as manufacturing costs, may be reduced due to
subsume of various taxes like Octroi, entry tax, luxury tax etc.
There will be few drawbacks also but GST will support the

industry in long run.
Infrastructure sector
Development of Roads, Power, Railways, and Ports etc. are
the major infrastructure sectors in India. As the taxation
system in Infrastructure sector is very complex. There are
exemptions and subsidies for this sector as it is very important
for the development of the country. By the implementation of
GST the complex tax will be removed and would increase tax
base.
Real Estate Industry
The implementation of GST on real estate sector will
Influence partially. As the sale or transfer of immovable
properties are not included in GST. However the procurement
of materials of construction is falling under GST. The
classification of goods and services is very important under
this sector because it is very necessary to classify the things
which will cover under GST and which are not. The
implementation of GST will affect same as in service sector.
Services Sector
Services sector of India consists of 60% of the GDP. The GST
rate for services is expected to be 18to 20% which is higher
than the current rate of tax that is 15%. So there will be
increase cost for services like Banking, Telecom and
Insurance.
Agriculture Sector
The GST on agriculture sector will have a positive Influence
as all the taxes will be subsumed under a single rate of tax. So
the movements of agriculture commodities between states will
be easier & hassle free which will save time and remove
wastages for the transportation of perishables items.
Fast moving consumer goods sector
The Indian FMCG sector is the fastest growing sector in the
economy. FMCG sector is the major contributor in both direct
and indirect taxes in the economy. Implementation of Goods
and services tax will majorly influence Indian economy. The
current rate of taxation in FMCG sector is around 22 to 25%
and after GST rate is expected to be much lower which will
result in reduction of prices of consumer goods.
Food Industry
A large portion of consumer expenses of lower income
families spend on food so if there is any tax on food will
influence majority of the population or may be regressive in
nature. In some of the countries like Canada, UK and
Australia tax on food items is while in some countries like
Singapore and Japan tax on food is negligible. So it would be
ideal if the GST rates may be Zero or would be very low as it
would affect people quite significantly.
Information Technology enabled services
The IT industry will not hamper by the implementation Of
GST. The expected rate of GST in IT sector is 27% According
to proposed plan if software transferred through electronic
form will be considered under services and if by any other
media it would be under goods. So the IT industry will make
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mix taxation.
Advantages of GST
For Citizen Simpler tax system:  Reduction in prices of
goods and services due to elimination of cascading.  Uniform
prices throughout the country.  Transparency in taxation
system.  Increase in employment opportunities.
For Trade/Industry:  Reduction in multiplicity of Taxes 
Mitigation of cascading /double taxation  More efficient
neutralization of taxes especially for exports  Development of
common national market.  Simpler tax regime-fewer rates
exemption.
For Central/ State Governments
A unified common national market to boost Foreign
Investment and “Make In India” campaign Boost to export
/manufacture activity, generation of more employment,
leading to reduced poverty and increased GDP growth.
Improving the overall investment climate in the country which
will benefit the development of the states. Uniform SGST and
IGST rates to reduce the incentives for tax evasion. Reduction
in compliance costs as no requirement of multiple records
keeping.
Challenges of GST in Indian Context
GST will be the biggest reform in Indian taxation since 1947,
but there are many challenges for its successful
implementation. These are as under
 Consent of States: For implementing it is critical that
GST bill is passed by the respective state Governments in
state assemblies so as to bring majority. This is a
herculean task.
 Revenue Neutral Rate (RNR): It is one of Prominent
Factor for its success. We know that in GST regime, the
government revenue would not be the same as compared
to the current system. Hence, through RNR Government
is to ensure that its revenue remains the same despite of
giving tax credits.
 Threshold Limit in GST: While achieving broad based
tax structure under GST, Both empowered committee and
Central Government must ensure that lowering of
threshold limit should not be a “taxing” burden on small
businessmen in the country.
 Robust IT Network: Government has already
incorporated Goods and service tax network (GSTN).
GSTN has to develop GST portal which ensure
technology support for GST Registration, GST return
filing, tax payments, IGST settlements etc. Thus there
should be a robust IT backbone.
 Extensive Training to Tax Administration Staff: GST
is absolutely different from existing system. It, therefore,
requires that tax administration staff at both Centre and
state to be trained properly in terms of concept, legislation
and Procedure.
Additional Levy on GST: The Purpose of additional Levy is
to compensate states for loss of revenue while moving to GST.
We acknowledge that fundamental purpose of GST is to make
“INDIA” as one state where inter-state movement of goods is

common. In this situation, it would defeat the very purpose of
GST in the country.
Research Problem
The concept of Goods and Service Tax (GST) is one of the
biggest revolutions in decades around the world. But it seems
that India is taking very slow steps to meet target. This
research intends to focus on understanding concept of goods
and service tax and its Influence on Indian economy
development.
Research Methodology
The study focuses on study of Secondary data collected from
various books, national & international journals, government
reports, publications from various websites which has been
published and focused on various aspects of Goods and
Service tax.
Conclusion
The Influence of the newly approved Goods and Services Tax
(GST) in India, which is booked to take Influence in mid2017. We gathered the most remarkable indirect taxes that the
GST will subsume both at the central and the state level. We
at that point investigated the Influence of changes in the tax
system through the viewpoint of the trade model. We find that
the GST is relied upon to raise general Indian welfare and is
anticipated to be an inclusive policy in that it would be
welfare improving for all Indian states. Moreover, the model
suggests that the GST would prompt genuine GDP gains of
4.2 percent under the pattern suspicions; driven by a surge in
manufacturing output. We additionally find that the
circulation of goods across tax rate levels matters for the
growth outlook. As more goods move to the upper levels, the
genuine GDP and manufacturing output gains would be hosed.
There are a couple of provisos in the examination, which are
important to highlight. First, this is a static model and
henceforth, the Influence of the GST ought to be deciphered
as a long run Influence. Second, the model is unfit to address
services exchange which has turned into an important
component of both domestic and international trade. Indeed,
the normal tax rate on services is higher than the current tax
rate on services, which could consequently hose the overall
Influences. Despite the fact that both are liable to the tax
system, there may be extra wellsprings of welfare increases
through less expensive sourcing of middle of the road inputs,
in this way expanding the aggressiveness of the final good.
Moreover, the GST could lessen the inefficiencies in the
production process. The current system supports production
chains inside state, which could be problematic. Along these
lines, we see the studied Influences on genuine GDP growth
and assembling yield in this note as likely lower bounds.
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